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Start with a basic T-shirt; finish with a fun and fashionable garment that a little girl will love! This

adorable collection of dresses and tops offers more than 25 amazingly easy projects to stitch and

quilt, all using â€œsew-simpleâ€• techniques and affordable, machine-washable fabrics. The

designs--all for girls ages 2 to 8--range from an empire-waist party dress with a tiered skirt to a

drop-waist hoodie tunic with ruffle trim. There are also ideas for using remnants to embellish jeans

and sew hats, purses, and other accessories.Â 
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This book is excellent!! Too, too cute dresses! Easy instructions. Good photos to guide beginners! I

will make several of these for my girls! Moms & Grandmothers --you will not be disappointed with

this book!!!

I love the pictures in this book and use it mostly for inspiration. However, I had something else

completely in mind when I purchased it. this book shows you how to do different things with a

STORE BOUGHT T-SHIRT. So basically, it's a good book for beginners. It has a lot of neat

embellishment ideas as well.I'm not really going to be able to use it because I was looking for a

book on how to make t-shirt dresses, including the patterns for the t-shirt part. Anyone can make

these dresses with little or ZERO knowledge of sewing since you are taking cotton fabric and



stitching it to pre-made shirts. If you are looking for fast, easy projects, this is a good book to buy.

However, if you know that you can take one yard of fabric, sew the side seams together and stitch it

to a top, you basically will be wasting your money on this book. I can make these without a pattern

in less than an hour and half. It is cute to keep on the shelf and lend out, so I'm keeping it for those

reasons. I do think that "made store bought shirts" needs to be specified in description.

Wonderful mix of ideas! Today I'm going out to pick up supplies to make the Pretty in Pink Dress

(pg. 86). Clear instructions, beautiful pictures, and lots of sizes. I think I could now take a very plain

t-shirt or out dated one and make it a very cute dress. Very simple...great for beginners and I'm sure

the advanced sewer will appreciate getting a dress done very quickly.

I received this book and within minutes of looking at it I had earmarked several dresses to make.

The directions seem to be easy enough that any one with even a minimal background of sewing

should be able to follow. I like the variety of different styles of dresses you can make out of T-shirts

or tank tops. I also liked the fact that most are made adding cotton fabric not knit fabric to the shirt,

which gives you a whole lot more options of fabric.

The patterns are easy, fun, modern and just really cute!! out of the 25 different styles, I have made

about 5 of them so far with no end in site! Because the Tshirts are already made the end results are

very professtional. There is no way you can make a bad one. Trust me!

I have always loved t-shirt dresses but never could figure out the amount of fabric to shirt to look just

right. I have had such fun with this book. I did have to go buy a few tees but I have fabric lots of

fabric so much fun. I love the dress that swirls so well and the bubble dress. I love to sew and this

book is like candy easy to do and so much fun

I am pleased to have a choice to make something nice without having to spend a lot for a pattern.

These ideas are flexible and inspire you to create something fun and provide information so you can

estimate what you'll need. Good tool.

I make clothes for my 5 year-old granddaughter and making dresses from T-shirts is a wonderful

idea indeed. She plays rough & gets dirty quickly. The frilly little cotton dresses I've made her in the

past I feel are probably a waste of my time & fabric. The last one I took over to her I have a feeling



will not get worn :( This book is great for busy moms who sew or grandmas like me.Sharon B.
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